
 
Hi all, 
 
The GAA season draws to a close, so three events to update on. 
 
Senior Camogie 
The Galway ladies beat the Kilkenny Cats to bring the O'Duffy Cup west of the 
Shannon. Led by Sarah Dervan from Mullagh, Galway brought the title home for the 
first time since 2013, when we also beat the Cats. 
Men's Senior Football 
Dublin complete the 5-in-a-row, seeing off Kerry after a replay. Kerry missed a trick 
in the first game, as they could not finish off Dublin when Johnny Cooper got sent off 
early. 
Dublin's game management got them to a replay, and their undoubted class saw 
them officially become the most successful men's football team of all time. Kerry 
might have had supporters in 31 counties on final day, but this Dublin team is 
different gravy. 
The fact that a superstar footballer like Con O'Callaghan is only 23 does not bode 
well for the rest of the counties out there. 
Ladies Football 
In a low scoring encounter in Croker, Dublin beat Galway 2-3 to 0-4. Terrible 
conditions made it hard to play decent football, but Dublin complete their three-in-a-
row despite a spirited showing from our girls. 
It's further progress for the Westerners, just one more step to take before crossing 
that line and bringing the All-Ireland home. 
Let' hope the Dublin ladies don't set up a dynasty similar to their men, or this will get 
monotonous..... 
 
Competition Update 
Colm Gill keeps his lead, and seems to have hit form at just the right time of the 
year? Is he looking over his shoulder though, as you'd prefer to be leading after 25 
selections, not 23. 
The dynamic duo of Aidan Furey and Karl Lippett (who have been at top of the 
leaderboard for a long time) have taken on a little water, but are still in striking 
distance in 3rd and 8th positions respectively. 
Fáilte to the upper levels of this massive 647 player leaderboard to Ciaran O'Toole 
and Michael Hynes. Ciaran is one of only 2 entrants (along with Fergus Gillespie) to 
have 14 out of 23 selections correct. 
John Dooley timed his run in last year's competition perfectly, so who will make the 
jump this time. 
With 2 events left, there are still a possible 20 points on offer. 



So, almost unbelievably, there are 41 different entrants who could win the top prize 
of €700. So everyone from Colm Gill all the way down to Tied 34th position could win 
it. 
And who's this I see in Tied 34th, last year's winner John Dooley. Surely not a repeat 
winner!? 
Only the Rugby World Cup left to go, so I include a pic of the options below to give a 
reminder of the points weighted for each selection. 
 
Results and table below, see file attached to check how you are doing. 
Take care, 
Colm 
 
Still to go.......... 
 

 

 



 


